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Abstract
Simple4All is a speech synthesis research project that aims to
ease the production of synthetic voices in new languages by
means of unsupervised modeling techniques. In this work, we
introduce syllable based models for prosody modeling in Hidden Markov Model based Text-to-Speech system (HTS). As a
part of investigating the potential for building speech synthesis
systems in new languages with little data, we are investigating
alternate formulations for the pitch and duration models within
HMM based speech synthesis frame-work, specifically investigating models that explicitly model prosody for named syllabic
contexts. A comparison between phone and syllable methods
demonstrating the differences in spectral and prosody features
was carried out. In the end, a hybrid system with spectral features from phoneme models and prosody features from syllable models has been designed to synthesize speech with robust
quality and naturalness.
Index Terms: Speech synthesis, Prosody Modeling, Hidden
Markov Models.

1. Introduction
In early days of Text-to-Speech (TTS) research [1], researchers
mainly focussed on parametric synthesis techniques, where the
parameters are determined using rules designed by experts.
Most of these approaches exploits one of the three basic technologies: articulatory, formant based phonemic synthesis and
Linear Predcition Coefficient (LPC) based concatenative synthesis [2, 3, 4]. These rule-based parametric synthesis techniques, though smooth sounding, lack naturalness. Hence
data-driven systems which provide comparatively more natural
sounding speech have received research focus in the last decade.
Data-driven synthesis, also referred to as corpus-based synthesis, makes it possible to dramatically improve the naturalness
of speech over rule based methods. There are two types of
prominently used data-driven synthesis techniques; the statistical parametric synthesis technique [5, 6] and the unit selection
synthesis technique [7].
Unit selection synthesis has shown itself to be capable of
producing high quality natural sounding synthetic speech when
constructed from large databases of well-recorded, well-labeled
speech. However, the cost in time and expertise of building
such voices is still too expensive and specialized to be able to
build individual voices for everyone. As an alternative, statistical parametric speech synthesis with HMMs has been widely
used and is particularly well known as HMM-based speech synthesis(HTS) [8, 10]. In the HMM-based speech synthesis, the
speech parameters of a speech unit such as the spectrum, fundamental frequency (F0), and duration are statistically modeled
and generated by using HMMs based on maximum likelihood
criterion [9, 10, 11].

The use of syllables rather than phonemes for TTS navigates the output towards more natural in terms of quality. Since
using longer units provides prosodic and acoustic variability
found in natural speech, the synthesized speech quality is enhanced. However, unlike phonetic symbols, syllables don’t
have a widely accepted symbol. The naming of syllables and
labeling it is quite different in various languages. Majority of
the algorithms based on syllable modeling in literature concatenates phones in the form of C*VC* to form a syllable unit. The
number of such unique syllables may vary from few hundreds to
thousands depending on the training database, language and its
corresponding phoneset. Also, synthesis of missing units [12]
which are not covered in the training data has to be handled
carefully. In general, a simple rule based back-off technique is
used in such cases and it varies from one language to another.
Hence, in our work, we propose an unsupervised algorithm to form named segments from syllables using the linguistic and syntactic features of the corresponding syllable and
thereby modeling the prosody explicitly using syllable HMMs.
For missing units, the back-off strategy is designed to find the
nearest optimal unit based on Levenshtein distance. The use of
syllable HMMs to estimate prosodic features and phone HMMs
for spectral features has motivated us to design a hybrid system
combining both by dynamic time-warping.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
gives an overview of HMM based speech synthesis using baseline system. Section 3 forms the basis for generating speech
features using syllable HMMs and back-off strategy. The experiments along with comparative results are evaluated in section
4. A new kind of hybrid algorithm using dynamic time warping
is presented in section 5 and finally conclusions are presented
in section 6.

2. Baseline system for HMM based TTS
2.1. Database
We experimented with English and two major Indian languages.
EMMA by Jane Austen, an audio book from librivox [13] is
considered for building voice in English. For Indian languages,
Indic databases [14] have been used for synthesis experiments.
For training HMM models, one hour of data is considered from
each of the languages.
2.2. HMM based synthesis using phoneme as basic unit
HMM-based speech synthesis consists of a training and synthesis phase. In the training phase, spectral parameters, namely,
Mel generalized cepstral coefficients (mgc) and their dynamic
features, the excitation parameters, namely, the log fundamental

Table 1: Formation of segments
Words
All
librivox
recordings
are
in
the
public
domain

Syllables
(aol)
(lax, brax, vaaks)
(rax, kaor, daxngz)
(aar)
(ihn)
(dhax)
(pah, blaxk)
(dow, meyn)

Feature representation
(020 011101)
(102 000100, 102 000000, 112 001011)
(102 000100, 121 000011, 122 101010)
(220 011101)
(320 001100)
(002 001100)
(101 000111, 112 001000)
(102 000100, 122 101011)

frequency (lf0) and its dynamic features, are extracted from the
speech data. Using these features and the time-aligned phonetic transcriptions, context independent monophone HMMs
are trained. By default, the basic subword unit considered
for the HMM-based system is the context-dependent pentaphone for most of the languages. During building, the contextdependent models are initialized with a set of context independent monophone HMMs. A sequence of steps based on the
question set, is used for state-tying.

Segments
Seg413
Seg708, Seg704, Seg907
Seg708, Seg1027, Seg1130
Seg1565
Seg2124
Seg140
Seg647, Seg904
Seg708, Seg1131

are language-dependent, the rest of the modules can be made
language-independent by preparing a common phone set and
common question set. [24, 14] The whole process is illustrated
in Fig. 1.

3. HMM based synthesis using syllable as
basic unit
3.1. Formation of named segments from syllables
The full-contextual phoneme label file contains the linguistic
and syntactic features which are derived from text using Festival [21]. Using the key information such as position of the
phone in the syllable and position of the syllable in the word,
we concatenate the phones in the form of C*VC* to form a syllable unit [25]. Later, we clustered these syllables into named
segments as shown in table 1 using the feature notation from
table 2. Feature representation in table 1 lists the primary and
secondary features from table 2, with a space in-between, from
right to left.

Figure 1: Overview of HMM based Speech Synthesis System
Then, the decision-tree-based context clustering technique
[15], [16] is applied separately to the spectral and logF0 parts
of the context-dependent phoneme HMMs. In the clustering
technique, a decision tree is automatically constructed based on
the MDL criterion. We then perform re-estimation processes
of the clustered context-dependent phoneme HMMs using the
BaumWelch (EM) algorithm. Finally, state durations are modeled by a multivariate Gaussian distribution [17], and the same
state clustering technique is applied to the state duration models
In the synthesis phase, first, an arbitrarily given text is
transformed into a sequence of context-dependent phoneme labels. Based on the label sequence, a sentence HMM is constructed by concatenating context-dependent HMMs. From the
sentence HMM, spectral and F0 parameter sequences are obtained based on the ML criterion [9] in which durations are
determined using state duration distributions. Finally, by using an Mel Log Spectral Approximation (MLSA) filter [18, 19]
or STRAIGHT vocoder [20], speech is synthesized from the
generated mel-cepstral and F0 parameter sequences. For Indian languages, except for the text and speech data, which

Table 2: Features and their representation
Primary features
Secondary features
Features
Notation
Features
Notation
stress
0/1
onset
0/1/2
accent
0/1
coda
0/1/2
word initial
0/1
parts of speech
0-8
word final
0/1
phrase initial
0/1
phrase final
0/1
As part of initial experiments, the syllables are clustered
into named segments using the primary features as shown in
table 2. The reason for such a clustering is to derive the models which can do better prosody modeling when compared to
phoneme based system. But, from table-1, it is observed that
words “in” and “the” both having same set of primary features
and hence can be categorized into one segment. However, both
words differ a lot in duration and their pitch contours. Hence,
we considered secondary features such as onset and coda. We
have also added Parts of Speech (POS) as well for better clustering. For onset (0/1/2), zero represents non-existent, one represents voiced and two represents un-voiced and same in the
case of coda as well. Nine different kinds of POS are tagged for
English.
3.2. Training
Syllable HMMs are trained using the same baseline framework
with few changes in label file and question file. The label file
contains named segments with same number of contextual fea-

tures as phoneme. For context clustering, questions based on
previous to previous of the current segment, next to the next
of current segment are ignored. Since, the total number of
unique segments are more in number compared to total number of phones, the top 200 segments in the sorting order of their
frequency in the training data are considered for clustering with
current segment followed by any other. For rest of the segments,
questions which are relevant to syllables are used for context
clustering.
3.3. Back-off technique
Since, the syllables are huge in number and can’t be covered
in the training data, an appropriate back-off strategy is essential
for synthesis. Since, the named segments are independent of
language, a common strategy can be used to find the nearest optimal segment. The Levenshtein distance is a string metric for
measuring the difference between two sequences. Informally,
the Levenshtein distance between two words is the minimum
number of single-character edits (insertion, deletion, substitution) required to change one word into the other. Here, in our
case, we used the Levenshtein distance [22] to measure the distance between two digital strings to find the nearest optimal segment. However, word initial and word final features are given
heighest weighted preference to find a similar segment with rest
of the features same.

4. Experimentation and Results
4.1. Evaluation of spectral features
Mel Cepstral Distortion (MCD) is an objective error measure,
which is known to have correlation with the subjective test results [23]. Thus, MCD is used to measure the deviation of estimated Mel-generalised cepstral features from original. MCD is
essentially a weighted Euclidean distance defined as:

v
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(1)

where mcoi and mcei denote the original and the estimated
Mel-generalised cepstral features, respectively.

Table 3: MCD measure for both the systems
Language Original Vs Phoneme Original Vs Syllable
English
5.57
7.57
Telugu
5.85
6.6
Kannada
5.45
6.31

Linear Correlation Coefficient, measures the strength and
the direction of a linear relationship between two variables.
P
P
P
n (xy) − ( x)( y)
p P
(3)
CORR = p P
P
P
n( x2 ) − ( x)2 n( y 2 ) − ( y)2
where x and y denotes original and predicted f0 contours
respectively.
If x and y have a strong positive linear correlation, CORR
is close to +1. A CORR value of exactly +1 indicates a perfect
positive fit. If x and y have a strong negative linear correlation,
CORR is close to -1. A CORR value of exactly -1 indicates a
perfect negative fit.
Table 4: F0 measures for both the systems
RMSE
CORR
Phoneme Syllable
Phoneme Syllable
English
24.82
23.06
0.78
0.87
Telugu
19.04
15.84
0.81
0.88
Kannada
18.56
14.72
0.80
0.88
Voices

Table 4 objectively compares the contours generated by
phone model and the proposed syllable model in terms of mean
error and correlation. From both the metrics, it has been observed that the estimation of prosodic features is performed to
be good from syllable HMMs compared to phone HMMs. It
demonstrates that inclusion of syntactic and linguistic features
add prosody to the speech synthesis. From MCD scores in table
3, it has been observed that syllable HMMs are not that good
at estimating spectral features, since the number of unique units
are more in number and hence less number of training examples
for each syllable. However, there is something pecular about
syllable based system which underlines the RMSE scores of f0
and motivated us to build a hybrid system making use of both
the models.

5. Hybrid synthesis using both phone and
syllable models
As described in the above sections, we have built two Text-ToSpeech systems with one system having models trained on subword unit phoneme where as the other system trained on subword unit as syllable. From Table 3, the phoneme based system
is performed to be good at estimating spectral features since the
number of training examples for each sub-word unit is more
when compared to syllable. Therefore, we propose a hybrid
system which makes use of phoneme based HMM for estimating spectral features and syllable based HMM for estimating
prosodic features using dynamic time warping (DTW).
5.1. Dynamic Programming

4.2. Evaluation of prosodic features
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is a frequently used measure
of the differences between values predicted by a model or an
estimator and the values actually observed and is defined as
s
RM SE =

Pn

2
i=1 (yi

n

− yˆi 2 )

(2)

where yi and yˆi denotes original and predicted f0 contours
respectively.

Let
X
=
{x(1), x(2), . . . , x(M )}
and
Y
=
{y(1), y(2), . . . , y(T )} be two observed feature vectors.
The dynamic programming algorithm aligns the feature vector
Y with feature vector X. The result is the stretched or shrunk
signal X 0 = {x(1), x(2), . . . , x(T )}. The algorithm to
compute X 0 is as explained below (This is explained in the
probability-like domain, as apposed to tradition Euclidean
distance domain) [26, 27].
Let 1 ≤ j ≤ M , 1 ≤ i ≤ M , and 1 ≤ t ≤ T . Let us
define αt (j) as a cost or score incurred to align j th feature of
X with tth feature vector of Y .

The αt (j) could be computed frame-by-frame using the recursive Viterbi equation
αt (j) = max{αt−1 (i)ai,j }P (y(t), x(j)),
i

(4)

where P (y(t), x(j)) = exp(ky(t) − x(j)k2 ), and k.k2
represents the Euclidean distance between two feature vectors.
Here i = {j, j − 1, j − 2}. The value of ai,j = 1, thus making all paths (including non-diagonal) leading from (i, t − 1) to
(j, t) are given uniform weightage.
The value P (y(t), x(j)) is typically less than 1. For large
values of t, αt (.) tends exponentially to zero, and its computation exceeds the precision range of any machine. Hence αt (.) is
1
scaled with term max{α
, at every time instant t. This nort (i)}
i

malization ensures that values of αt (.) are between 0 and 1 at
time t.
Given αt (.), a backtracking algorithm is used to find the
best alignment path. In order to backtrack, an addition variable
φ is used to store the path as follows.
φt (j) = arg max{αt−1 (i)ai,j }
i

Table 5: MOS measure for both the systems
Language Phone based HTS Hybrid HTS
English
4.2
4.3
Telugu
4.2
4.35
Kannada
4.1
4.3

6. Conclusions
It has been shown that the HMMs trained on syllable units performed to be good at estimating prosodic features. The formation of segments from syllables ease the synthesis of missing
units and made the algorithm unsupervised. Our future work
concentrates on building more robust TTS systems with crosslingual acoustic models and speaker adaptation.
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